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Abstract: In this study, we focus on a collection center which collects an end-of-life (EOL) product, 

disassembles it, checks the reusability of its components and puts the reusable components in a warehouse until 

next dispatch to the manufacturer. Arrival times, batch sizes of arrivals and quality of components are assumed 

to be random. In this setting, we aim to determine the optimal dispatching quantity so as to maximize the profit of 

the collection center. For this problem, we mainly focus on two cases. In the first case, the acquisition fee is fixed, 

i.e. it is a parameter of the problem, and in the second case, it is assumed to be a variable effecting the rate of 

arrival, i.e. if the acquisition fee is high, arrival rate is also high and vice versa. For both cases, we develop 

renewal-reward process based dispatching models. Our first model determines the optimal quantity only, while 

our second model determines optimal quantity and optimal acquisition fee in a coordinated manner. We conclude 

the study by providing numerical examples and sensitivity analysis.  
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1. Introduction 

Closed-loop supply chains focus on taking back products from customers and recovering added value by 

reusing the entire product, and/or some of its modules, components, and parts. Over the past years, closed-loop 

supply chains have gained considerable attention in industry and academia [1]. Effective, efficient and robust 

supply chains provide a sustainable competitive advantage for countries and firms, and help them to cope with 

increasing environmental turbulences and more intense competitive pressures [2]. Initially, the growing attention 

on reverse logistics and closed-loop supply chain issues originated with public awareness [3]. Then 

governmental legislation forced producers to take care of their end-of-life (EOL) products. For instance, the 

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) directive became European law in 2003, which contains 

mandatory requirements on collection, recycling, and recovery for all types of electrical goods, with a minimum 

rate of 4 kilograms per head of population per annum [3]. 

There are various papers in the literature which focus on different aspects of the collection process such as 

evaluating collection channel alternatives [4-7], sorting issue in collection [8-10], optimal order quantities and 

times [11-12].  In this study, we focus on dispatching and acquisition fee decisions of collection centers and 

propose quantity based dispatching models. In quantity based dispatching policy, a critical quantity is 

determined and the dispatching is made every time the amount of inventory exceeds that quantity. Because of its 

ease of use, quantity based dispatching approaches are one of the most preferred policies in real life.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In second part, we present the problem in detail. In third part, 

we introduce our models. Computational results and sensitivity analysis are given in fourth and fifth parts 

respectively. Finally, we conclude the study in part six. 
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2. Problem Definition 

We focus on a collection center that collects an EOL product composed of two components, component 1 

and component 2, and sells the reusable components to a remanufacturer. EOL products are brought to the 

collection center by end users in batches and the collection center pays them an acquisition fee per product. 

Arrival times and batch sizes are assumed to be random. Upon arrival, each product is disassembled and basic 

quality control is made with a fixed quality control cost. By this way, reusability of component 1 and component 

2 are determined.  After this control, reusable components are sent to the warehouse of the collection center to be 

stored until the next dispatch and others are sent to landfill. In each dispatch, the collection center obtains a 

revenue by selling the reusable components to the manufacturer. Each component has a different probability of 

reusability and brings a different revenue. The system is illustrated below in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1: The System 

 In this system, the collection center faces with four types of costs. These are acquisition fee (purchasing cost 

of one unit of EOL product), quality control cost, holding cost (as a result of holding the reusable components in 

warehouse) and transportation cost (as a result of transporting the reusable components from warehouse of 

collection center to manufacturer). 

In this study, we focus on the quantity based dispatching heuristics such that dispatching will be made when 

the amount of EOL products brought to the collection center reaches to a certain level of Q. The problem is 

determining the optimal value of Q to maximize the profit of the company. We propose renewal-reward theory 

based models for this problem. The reader may refer to [13] for detailed explanation of renewal-reward process 

and applications of it to the manufacturer’s dispatching problem.  

3. Model 

In this part of study, we introduce the models but before that, we present the parameters and decision 

variables of the model as in Table 1.  

 

TABLE I: Parameters and Decision Variables 

   Time of     arrival 

   Interarrival times (time between      and     
   Total inventory in warehouse after     arrival 

   Batch size of      arrival 

  Rate of first poisson process (process of arrivals) 

  Rate of second poisson process (process of batches) 

   Probability of having a reusable Component 1 from an EOL product.  

   Probability of having a reusable Component 2 from an EOL product.  

   Revenue obtained by selling one unit of Component 1 

   Revenue obtained by selling one unit of Component 2 

   Unit purchasing cost of EOL product 

   Unit quality control cost of EOL product 

   Holding cost per one unit of Component 1 per unit time 

   Holding cost per one unit of Component 2 per unit time 

K Fixed transportation cost 

  Scale economy parameter (       
 (   Number of arrivals up to quantity Q 
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Moreover, let us define two poisson processes to use in our models. First poisson process is the process of 

arrivals. In this process,    values are exponentially distributed with rate  . Second possion process is the 

process of batches. Similarly, in this process    values are Poisson distributed with parameter    .We define 

 (   (the number of arrivals up to quantity Q) as     (        . After these definitions, we are finally ready 

to introduce the models. 

3.1. Fixed Acquisition Fee  

In this subsection, we assume that acquisition fee is fixed. In other words, it is a parameter of the problem. 

As it is mentioned before, EOL products arrive in batches. Letting n=N(Q)+1, total holding times of batches can 

be written as follows, where   ∑   
 (    
    denotes the dispatching time of the products. 

  (        (        (          (      (1) 

By this context, expected total holding time will be as in Equation (2). 
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The variables Y (batch size) and X (interarrival times) are independent from each other and the above 

equations are obtained by conditioning on  (  . Since interarrival times are independent and exponentially 

distributed, S (arrival time) is written as sum of interarrival times in the first equation. Note that, since 

interarrival times are exponentially distributed and batch quantities are Poisson distributed, E[X]=1/λ and 

E[Y]=1/α. In addition, E[ (  ]     and         [ (  ]    . Then,  [ (   ]          [ (  ]  

( [ (  ]          . By using these facts and some basic algebraic relations, expected total holding time 

will be obtained as in Equation (3).   
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By using the obtained expected total holding time, it is possible to calculate expected long run average 

holding cost. Note that probabilities of obtaining reusable component 1 and component 2 are    and    

respectively. By this context, expected long run average holding cost can be obtained as in Equation (4). 
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The collection center obtains a revenue for each component they sell to the manufacturer. Therefore, 

expected long run average revenue will be as follows.  

 [       ]

 
  (           [ ]  (5) 

The collection center pays an acquisition fee and has a quality control cost for each returned EOL product. 

Expected long run average purchasing and quality control cost will be as in Equation (6).  

 [                                   ]

 
  (       [ ]  (6) 

Components are sent to manufacturer via owned vehicle. For this reason, the collection center has a 

transportation cost. This cost includes a fixed and a variable element. Fixed element includes costs which are 

independent from the amount transported such as the wage of driver, Variable element includes costs which are 

dependent to the amount transported such as cost of fuel oil. We can write expected long run average 

transportation cost as follows.  
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Finally, we can obtain long run average profit by subtracting long run average costs from long run average 

revenue as in Equation (8).  
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First and second derivatives of profit function can be obtained as in Equation (9) and Equation (10) 

respectively.   
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In second derivative, third term is always negative since    .First and second terms are also negative.  As 

a result, second derivative is always negative. For this reason, the long run average profit function is concave 

and optimum Q value can be found by the following equation. 
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3.2. Variable Acquisition Fee 
In the previous subsection, we assume that the acquisition fee is fixed. However, sometimes collection 

centers may want to use the acquisition fee as an incentive factor, e.g., they may offer higher acquisition fees to 

collect more EOL products in a unit time. In such a case, arrival rate is assumed to be a function of the 

acquisition fee. In this subsection, we focus on this case and we propose a model which determines optimal 

acquisition fee and optimal dispatching quantity in a coordinated manner. Let the arrival rate  (  )  be a 

function of the acquisition fee,   . In this case, the long run average profit function will be as in Equation (12).  
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Concavity of this function can be investigated by using the techniques for multivariate functions. However, 

in order to investigate the concavity of this function, the function,  (  ) should be defined first. Although it may 

be possible to obtain the concavity for some  (    functions, this is not possible for all the cases. For this reason, 

we use direct search algorithms to obtain the optimal values of variables instead of benefiting from the 

concavity.  

4. Computational Results 

In this part of the study, we present computational results. We assume that  (  )      where   is a real 

number. Parameters of the model are given below in Table 2. 

TABLE II: Value of Parameters 

            K   A 
25 20 1 2 250 5 0.444 

              E[Y]   

60 110 0,7 0,4 0,90 2.25 0.2 

 

In the fixed acquisition fee model, we directly use an acquisition fee of 25 as seen in Table 2. In the variable 

acquisition fee model, the model itself determines the optimal acquisition fee with optimal quantity in a 

coordinated manner. Computational results are given below in Table 3.  
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TABLE III: Computational Results 

Model Acquisition Fee Quantity Profit 

Fixed Acquisition Fee 25 60 364.543 

Variable Acquisition Fee 31 67 379.274 

It is seen in Table 3 that the model determines the acquisition fee as 31. Although the acquisition fee is 

increased from 25 to 31, collection center’s average profit is also increased as a result of the increase in arrival 

rate. From these results, it is possible to claim that variable acquisition fee model works better compared to fixed 

acquisition fee model. In other words, determining the optimal acquisition fee significantly effects the system 

profit and thus, it should be used beside the optimal quantity.   

For the first model, the model determined the optimal quantity as 60. It means that, dispatch decision will be 

given if the number of EOL products brought to the collection center exceeds 60. As it is seen in table, this value 

is obtained as 67 in the second model as a result of increased arrival rate. 

5. Sensitivity Analysis and Managerial Implications 

In this part of the study, we present some sensitivity analysis in order to see the effects of the parameters on 

the results. In each case, we only change the value of one parameter and the others are remained as fixed. 

Computational results for different cases are summarized in Table 4. 

 

TABLE IV: Sensitivity Analysis 

Changing Parameter Acquisition Fee Quantity Profit 

Base Case 25 60 364.543 

     25 70 376.995 

     25 44 335.519 

      25 60 128.294 

       25 60 679.544 

       25 70 130.815 

       25 48 836.547 

      25 60 477.044 

      25 60 252.044 

      25 46 385.033 

      25 76 340.400 

Following inferences can be made from Table 4. First, we see that value of revenue and quality control cost 

affect the profit but they do not have any effect on the optimal quantity. For instance, when we increase    to 100 

or decrease it to 30, optimal quantity does not change and remains as 60. Secondly, when we decrease holding 

cost of second component,     we see that optimal quantity increases and when we increase it, optimal quantity 

decreases. It means that keeping higher level of inventory is better if the holding cost is low and keeping lower 

level of inventory is better if the holding cost is high. A similar inference can be made also for fixed 

transportation cost. If fixed transportation cost is higher, the model decides to keep higher level of inventory and 

if it is low, the model decides keeping lower level of inventory. Finally, probability of reusability has also an 

important effect on optimal quantity. When we decrease    to 0.2, we see that optimal quantity increases to 70 

but when we increase it to 0.8, optimal quantity decreases to 48. This is reasonable since we focus on the 

quantity of EOL products. If the probability of obtaining one of the components decreases, less components are 

expected to be obtained from a set of EOL products and for this reason, the collection center waits for higher 

amounts of EOL products to have enough components. However, if that probability is high, higher amount of 
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components are expected to be obtained from a set of EOL products. Therefore, the model gives the dispatch 

decision in lower quantity of EOL products.  

6. Conclusion 

In this study, we propose two renewal-reward process based models for the dispatch decision of collection 

centers. We assume that the arrival times, batch sizes and quality of components are random. These assumptions 

make our model more real-life oriented.  

Computational results show that variable acquisition fee model performs better compared to fixed 

acquisition fee model since it optimizes both acquisition fee and quantity in a coordinated manner. For this 

reason, it can be claimed that determining and using the optimal acquisition fee is essential and important. In 

addition, we see that the company may obtain higher profit by providing some incentives (e.g. increasing the 

acquisition fee). 

Finally, we see from the sensitivity analysis that all the parameters except the quality control cost and 

revenue obtained from a component have an effect on both the optimal quantity and profit. However, quality 

control cost and revenue obtained from a component do not have a significant effect on optimal quantity, 

although they affect the profit.  
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